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FSC®: increasingly relevant for tropical forests.
Sustainable forest management: responding to local and global interests



The Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) is an independent organization that promotes environmentally 
sound, socially beneficial, and  economically viable management of the world’s forests. Established in 1993 
as a response to concerns over global deforestation, FSC is a membership organization with a governance 
structure based on participation, democracy, equity and transparency.

Our Vision
The world’s forests meet the social, ecological, and economic rights and needs of the present generation 

without compromising those of future generations.

Our Mission
The Forest Stewardship Council A.C. (FSC) shall promote environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, 

and economically viable management of the world’s forests.
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Forest Stewardship Council®

People around the world are concerned about threatened tropical forests and the ecological richness they 
contain; concerned because tropical forests are essential for balancing the climate and providing precious 
timber, as well as many important medicines and other products. But tropical forests are also the basis 
of the livelihoods of some 800 million forest-dependent people, and an important source of fuel-
wood, economic activities and income for many more. 

When working to secure a future for tropical forests, the interests of the people dependent on them must 
come first. But for the sake of humanity, as well as the longer-term interests of tropical-forest countries, 
sustainable management is essential. 

While the situation differs from country to country and great examples of successful national policies ex-
ist, the big picture is that forests are still degrading or disappearing altogether, while illegal logging and 
corruption undermine efforts to stop this. Effective sustainable forest management needs to be drastically 
stepped-up.

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) promotes sustainable forest management in the tropics with, at its 
core, an effective and reliable forest certification scheme, and offers partners its expertise, its rapidly in-
creasing network of stakeholders, and its credibility with consumers private, corporate and public.

The contribution of the Forest Stewardship Council

FSC was founded in 1993, and started operating in 1994, to promote sustainable forest management 
worldwide. It brings economic, social and environmental interests together in a global system of certification 
of forest management and companies working with forest products. It enables producers, processing indus-
tries and consumers to work together for long-term, sustainable progress for people living in and dependent 
on forests, while maintaining the ecological value and the productivity of forests. 
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FSC’s certification scheme guides foresters wanting to apply multi-purpose management, to respect the law   
and civil and indigenous rights, to maintain or enhance areas of high conservation value, prevent conver-
sion of natural forests, and avoid the use of hazardous pesticides and genetically modified organisms. To 
reduce stress on natural forests in the context of growing demand for their products, FSC also certifies 
plantations managed according to its strict criteria. However, certification of plantations that are the result of 
conversion since 1994 of natural or semi-natural forests is not allowed.

FSC has become the strongest certification scheme for forest management in the world, covering some 
184 million hectares (ha). Its success is the result of a combination of balanced multi-stakeholder decision-
making, transparency, effective standards, a global presence, and the commitment of some 170,000 small 
and large forest-owners and managers, processing industries, trading companies, retailers and civil society 
organisations1. It is supported by social and environmental organizations and a growing number of local and 
central governments.  

Currently, more than 28 percent of roundwood traded globally comes from certified forests (including FSC 
and PEFC).2
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Wijma Cameroun SA – active in Cameroon since 
1968, processing azobé, okan and tali into certified 
products for, mainly, the Dutch market – became, in 
2005, the first company to achieve FSC certification 
in the Congo Basin. Now it employs 950 people 
and oversees three CoC FSC certified sawmills 
and 315,000 hectares in five FSC certified forest 
management units.

Wijma’s Managing Director says: “In tropical Africa, it 
is vital to minimize and control the environmental and 
social impacts of forest exploitation. FSC certification 
has allowed Wijma Cameroun to considerably reduce 
these negative impacts.”

The company developed a unique monitoring system 
for its concessions and timber-processing plants, 
helping it qualify for FSC forest management and 
chain-of-custody certification. Eight years of FSC 
forest management certification in Cameroon have 
yielded tangible improvements for forest workers, 
communities and the forests themselves.

Good planning, monitoring and feedback have made 
environmental management effective, in terms of 
protection of high conservation values, water courses, 
‘future-timber’ trees, rare and underrepresented 
species, and responsible waste management. 

10% of the total concession surface is dedicated to 
biodiversity conservation now. Poaching has declined 
thanks to a campaign to raise public awareness, spot 
searches of vehicles for game transport, weapons, 
traps and other evidence of lawbreaking.

Working and living conditions of employees and people 
living in the forest have improved, due to compliance 
with FSC inspired standards, but also voluntary social 
codes. Local people are involved in decision-making 
about forest management, and overall relations 
between company and community have improved.

Wijma is working together with Universities (Dschang, 
Gembloux), including in a forefront research program 
on timber species ecology and young Cameroonian 
students do training in the company.

Wijma: a Cameroon-based pioneer in the Congo Basin

1 In September 2014 there were almost 1,300 holders of Forest Management Certificates, of which some 25 percent are group 
certificates bringing together some 140,000 participants, as well as 28,303 chain-of-custody certificate holders, partly also group 
certificates. Beyond this there are retailers with the right to sell FSC products.
2 Forest Products Annual Market Review, 2012-2013, FAO-UNECE.
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3 Draft ITTO Principles and Guidelines for the Sustainable Management of Natural Tropical Forests, CRF(XLVII)/6

FSC presence in the tropics...

From the start, FSC was keen to make a difference in valuable but endangered tropical forests. This has 
proven more difficult so far than working in the moderate and boreal forest areas of the world. Today, FSC 
has certified around 19 million ha in tropical areas, of which 56 percent are in natural forests, 19 percent 
are in semi-natural forests, and 25 percent are plantations. The area of certified tropical forests grew by 
some 50 percent over the last six years, so the trends are good.  

…especially members of the International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO)

As the graph below shows, about 16.5 million ha are FSC-certified in 22 of the 31 ITTO producing members3 
– 4 to 5 percent of the total Production Permanent Forest Estate in these countries, as calculated by ITTO.

Countries Certified Forest Area 
(in ha)

CoC Certified 
Companies

Cameroon 1,013,374 13

R. Congo 1,319,300 2

Gabon 2,063,505 10

Ghana 1,675 9

Mozambique 51,949 1

Cambodia 12,746 1

Fiji 85,680 2

India 462,734 256

Indonesia 1,930,325 199

Malaysia 469,078 166

PNG 160,670 2

Philippines 9

Vietnam 136,706 374

Brazil 6,411,041 1,035

Colombia 132,276 34

Costa Rica 51,997 4

Ecuador 45,937 12

Guatemala 477,681 11

Honduras 87,755 4

Mexico 704,799 83

Panama 43,413 3

Peru 774,513 28

Suriname 113,769 3

TOTALS 16,550,923 2,261
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Ninety four percent of these certified areas are in countries where local FSC stakeholders have established, 
with FSC International, a National FSC Forest Management Standard, on the basis of FSC’s global princi-
ples and criteria for forest stewardship. This ensures that global objectives fit local realities and priorities. 
Where no national standard exists, certification is based on FSC global principles and criteria, and follows 
procedures – led by certification bodies – that guarantee local stakeholder involvement. FSC aims to max-
imise the adoption of national standards, and from 2016 ‘international generic indicators’ will support certifi-
cation in the remaining countries.

Also, in ITTO producing members close to 2,300 timber-processing companies are ‘FSC certified’, meaning 
they process and supply certified timber and timber products, mainly to export markets but also domesti-
cally where there is demand.
 
Assisting smallholders and community forestry 

Some 25 percent of FSC forest-management certificates cover small community forests, normally in the 
form of group certificates. In this way, about 10 percent of the total FSC-certified area is run by more than 
140,000 small and community producers, more than half of them in the tropics. 

Involving small foresters is a specific objective for FSC, which in 2011 started its Smallholder Support Pro-
gram, combining market access and business linkages with training and financial mechanisms. This works 
through regional and national channels to bring more capacity to the FSC smallholder network. The Small-
holder Support Program, which focuses on the South and the tropics, includes:

•  Train the Trainers, targeting the Asia-Pacific region, Latin America and (eventually) Africa, building train-
ers’ capacity on FSC certification and knowledge of business development and market access. 

•  Small and Community Label Option, introduced in 2012, helps small producers stand out in the market-
place and includes labelling, marketing and supply-chain linkages – important in the tropics for small pro-
ducers’ sustainability and profitability.

•  FSC Smallholder Fund, started in 2013, under which smallholders and communities apply for financial 
support to acquire and maintain FSC certification. Twelve projects in the global south have been selected 
for grants of up to 50,000 euros over three years, including South Africa, Chile, Brazil, Peru, Honduras, 
Uganda, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Nepal. 

See https://ic.fsc.org/smallholder-support.152.htm. 
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A phased-in approach

It takes investment and effort to achieve FSC certification, and for smallholders and forest managers work-
ing in challenging situations it may seem daunting. So FSC is working on a  Modular Approach Programme 
(MAP) for uncertified producers which comes with structured support.

MAP provides a lower entry level to the FSC system and allows for a more pro-poor approach to certifica-
tion. Through MAP, full FSC certification can be accomplished in three steps, starting with legal verification, 
then controlled-wood certification, ending with full FSC certification within a five-year period.

MAP creates an effective compliance link between these steps so that each improvement increases both 
the ability to achieve the next step and eventually the full standard. Finally, MAP rewards progress by in-
creasing with each step access to FSC trademarks and business to business claims.

FSC has drafted MAP standards (forest management, chain-of-custody and accreditation requirements), 
planned the integration of smallholder support services, and developed a monitoring and evaluation sys-
tem. In addition, FSC is carrying out field tests and consultations throughout 2013 and 2014 aiming to 
launch the programme in 2015.  

For further information see: https://ic.fsc.org/map.656.htm.

The Swiss-based Precious Woods company became 
the first in Brazil to receive FSC certification in 1997, 
and it’s now a world leader in sustainable management 
and production in tropical forests. 

Its core activities consist of reforestation, sustainable 
management of tropical forests, timber processing 
and trading of FSC-certified timber products. Formed 
in 1990, the company established its first sustainable 
forest management operations in the Amazon in 
1994; now it employs 1,150 people worldwide and 
has subsidiaries in Brazil, Gabon, the Netherlands 
and Switzerland. In Brazil and Gabon, the company 
manages more than 1.1 million hectares (ha) of 
tropical forest, producing sawn timber, veneers, and 
moulded and manufactured products.

Managing forest sustainably means harvesting 
not more than three trees per hectare during each 
rotation of 25 years, and applying low-impact logging 
techniques that leave surrounding plants undamaged 
and the forest canopy intact. 

A forest-management plan with a full inventory 
of harvest trees guarantees that the natural 
composition of species is not altered and biodiversity 
is maintained. 

Areas with a high ecological value, or near rivers, are 
designated ‘protection zones’. Access to the forest is 
also tightly controlled to prevent fire, illegal logging 
and the hunting of endangered species.

But it’s about more than just taking care of trees. 
Stefan Meinhardt, Chief Operations Officer of 
Precious Woods, says: “Sustainable management is 
about creating economic, social and ecological value 
in equal measure. If we don’t meet the needs of the 
people in the area, we will not meet the needs of the 
forest or of our business.”

Most of Precious Woods’ workers are local, as 
required by FSC standards, allowing the company 
to provide jobs, training and other services and 
strengthen communities. In consultation with the 
communities, the company protects areas on its 
property to which people have legal or customary 
rights of use. Precious Woods does not pursue 
forestry activities in any areas inhabited by nomadic 
indigenous people. 
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FSC: helping to comply with legality requirements

Respect for the law is a first and indispensible step towards sustainable forest management. But illegal 
logging persists in many countries, leading to forest degradation and deforestation, unacceptable labour 
conditions, violation of local and indigenous people’s rights, unfair competition for foresters working within 
the law and, last but not least, loss of tax revenue. 

Interpol and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) estimate the loss of tax revenue due to 
illegal logging at up to 100 billion US dollars a year, mainly in the tropics. In their 2012 report Green Car-
bon, Black Trade, they point out that despite importing countries becoming more vigilant, the laundering of 
illegally logged timber is getting more sophisticated while corruption deepens.

Tropical countries fight illegal logging on their own initiative or with help from, for example, the Forest Law 
Enforcement, Governance and Trade Action Plan (FLEGT) of the European Union. The US, the EU and 
soon Australia mobilize importing companies by requiring due diligence on legality, with penalties for com-
panies found not to care.

FSC certification is already playing an important role in the due care/due diligence practice of importing 
companies. Legality is the first of FSC’s ten principles for sustainable forest management, and controlling 
certification bodies are required to be vigilant. New rules in the FSC system require cooperation along the 
supply chain to collect the information law enforcement agencies in importing countries are interested in. 

See https://ic.fsc.org/timber-legality.492.htm.

FSC and FLEGT Voluntary Partnership Agreements 

An increasing number of tropical countries have a Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) with the EU, 
or soon will. Once implemented, VPAs will deliver FLEGT-compliant export licences, proving legality. The 
entire supply chain, including foresters, are engaged in the process, not just exporters.

Four of the six ratified FLEGT VPAs include the option of recognition of private forest management certi-
fication schemes. In 2013, FSC asked the governments of Cameroon and the Republic of the Congo to 
recognise its National Forest Management Standard as VPA compliant. If approved, FSC certified foresters 
in these countries are regarded as complying with VPA requirements and, in addition, have access to an 
increasingly popular value chain focusing on sustainability. We expect a (first) result in Cameroon end of 
2014 and conclusions in Rep. Congo in 2015.

FSC calls upon all countries currently negotiating FLEGT VPAs to include this recognition option as well.

FSC: Better Forests, Happier People  

A new Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) study4, published on 4 July 2014, and focused 
on the Congo Basin, found that working conditions, and living conditions are better in FSC-certified forests 
than in non-certified forests. The research adds that the existence of a permanent framework for dialogue 
between the local population and a company – a defining characteristic of FSC certification – is a major 
contributor to better livelihoods in forests.

FSC: a guarantee of access to sustainable public procurement markets

Governments around the world are committed to the promotion of sustainable consumption and production pat-
terns. In Rio de Janeiro last year, they reconfirmed this commitment and recognized that “fundamental changes 
in the way societies consume and produce are indispensable for achieving global sustainable development.”5
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COATLAHL case study
 

Awarded one of the first FSC community forestry certi-
fications in 1994, the Regional Agroforestry Coopera-
tive in Colón and Atlántida departments of Honduras 
– ‘COATLAHL’1 – is a pioneer organization dedicated 
to the protection and management of tropical forests.

It comprises 20 community producers who manage 
24,000 hectares (ha) of lush tropical forest. Through 
COATLAHL, communities can sell timber and furniture 
to international customers; it provides marketing and 
sales services and has a furniture workshop with a 
group chain-of-custody certificate. 

The main products are sawn timber and furniture. 
COATLAHL reflects the biodiversity and strength of 
the forests communities depend on. Tree species are 
less well-known and this helps reduce pressure on 
them and preserve biodiversity.

Sergio Herrera, COATLAHL technical advisor, says: 
“Even though it took longer to gain international clients 
and better prices for wood, we found that FSC certifi-
cation had other benefits. Maintaining the certification 
was a tool that provided added value to wood and hel-
ped fulfill the dream of producing and exporting FSC-
certified products. 

“With help from Forests of the World, a Danish NGO, 
we managed to obtain the first contract to export FSC-
certified products to Denmark in 2004.” 

After COATLAHL obtained its first export contract, the 
demand for wood increased and this generated em-
ployment. The price of wood also increased, which 
brought in additional income for community produ-
cers and energized the local economy. In collaborati-
on with the Danish client and NGO, COATLAHL also 
supported social projects in communities with certified 
forests, including education, health care and local in-
frastructure. 

Certification also helps realize the role that communi-
ties play in the protection and management of tropical 
forests. Rivers and streams generate power and pro-
vide drinking water. These Honduran forests, at least, 
are conserved – very important in a context where 
over-use of land has been virtually unchecked.

1 Cooperativa Regional Agroforestal Colón Atlántida Honduras Limitada 
(www.coatlahl.com).

One way of promoting sustainable consumption and production is through public procurement; more and 
more governments do this, often preceded by initiatives at city level.

Sustainable Forest Management is a common feature of such procurement policies, and as the 2010 ITTO 
study The Pros and Cons of Procurement shows, FSC is one of the best tools to achieve it – whether it is 
for construction, interiors, office equipment, furniture or paper. Green and sustainable public procurement 
policies recognise FSC as credible evidence of sustainable sourcing.

In the ITTO consumer countries, there are more than 22,000 companies holding Chain of Custody (CoC) 
certificates, and that are producing and trading FSC-certified materials in the global market. In ITTO pro-
ducer countries there are nearly 2,300 companies holding CoC certificates nowadays. Recent market trends 
show FSC-certified products and materials are becoming increasingly available in Institute for Training and 
Technical Cooperation (ITTC) member countries – developing countries that receive technical assistance 
and training in response to the main development-related challenges of the Doha Development Agenda.

4 Center for International Forestry Research: “Social impacts of the Forest Stewardship Council certification: An assessment in the 
Congo basin”. CIFOR Occasional Paper no.103. 
5 Paragraph 224 of The Future We Want, Outcome Document of the Rio+20 United National Conference on Sustainable Develop-
ment, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 20–22 June 2012. 
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Promoting sustainably sourced tropical timber

FSC is not only active on the supply side. We realise that forest managers who make investments for sus-
tainable production need to be sure of a market. Because of publicity about illegal logging and deforesta-
tion, conscientious consumers in important consumers societies have turned away from tropical timber.

It’s important that consumers support tropical countries in halting deforestation and forest degradation 
through generating markets for legal and sustainable tropical timber. But communication and commitment is 
needed at the consumer end, and FSC is exploring ways to promote tropical timber in world markets.

An example is FSC’s recent support for and engagement with the EU Sustainable Tropical Timber Coali-
tion, which aims to boost the market for sustainably produced tropical timber – a collaboration launched in 
Amsterdam on 6 November 2013. 

See www.eusttc.com. 

Illustration of impact in Indonesia
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A schoolbag hangs on the lime-green walls of Sri 
Wahyuningtyas’s home in the village of Wonosalam 
in Indonesia’s Jombang district – it has pride of place. 
That’s because of the great value Sri W. places on ed-
ucation. With her income bolstered by earnings from 
her job in the Sengon Agung Bersama Cooperative, 
she has been able to buy a second cow and knows 
that she’ll be able to send her son, as well as the child 
she is carrying, to the best schools.

The co-op, set up in 2010, is supported by a grant 
from the FSC Smallholder Fund. The co-op has 129 
members, of which 24 are women. Sri W. is happy be-
cause she has more income and new skills now, and 
she’s also enjoying the gender equality in the co-op. 
“It doesn’t matter that I am a woman. We are treated 
and paid the same,” she says.  

Room to grow

With FSC smallholder funding, the co-op has built 12 
wells, securing a clean, stable water supply for the 
village. The wells also mean the smallholders have 
water for their trees and plants even during the dry 
season. The co-op also used the funding to buy safety 
helmets and shoes. With the FSC funding, all mem-
bers get free seed and are trained in growing their 
trees without pesticides. Sergio Herrera, COATLAHL 
technical advisor, says: “Even though it took longer to 
gain international clients and better prices for wood, 
we found that FSC certification had other benefits. 
Maintaining the certification was a tool that provided 
added value to wood and helped fulfill the dream of 
producing and exporting FSC-certified products. 

There has already been substantial growth; in 2013, 
revenue was 457,000 Indonesian rupiah (around US 
$40), up from 239,000 rupiah in 2012.

The company PT Sejahtera Usaha Bersama (PT SUB) 
financially supports the co-op, by assisting with obtaining 
seedlings and buying timber from the smallholders. For 
PT SUB, its support of an FSC-certified cooperative is a 
way to ease entry into the European and US markets.

Benefits for all

Fellow co-op member Supriyo grows trees on 800 
square meters (0.08 ha) of the forest. He also heads a 
village-level office, which meets once a month to dis-
cuss community issues.

With his profits from the co-op, Supriyo bought two goats 
to add to his herd (which now totals six animals). But he’s 
so busy in the village office that he had to ask his neighbor, 
Sri Wahyuni, to look after four of them; they then share the 
profits from the goats’ milk and meat. Arrangements like 
this, he points out, mean that all the villagers benefit from 
the co-op – even those who are not members. And the 
co-op itself would not be successful without FSC support.
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